
The Viola AMR Server is connected to a fixed 
line internet connection by the internet service 
provider. It provides private and static IP addresses 
for Arctic AMR devices. Secure VPN tunnels are 
established and maintained between the Viola 
AMR Server and the Arctic AMR devices.

The Viola AMR Server is designed especially for large 
systems. It provides excellent processing power 
and hardware reliability via a dual power supply 
and four hard drives. Tens of thousands of energy 
meters are typically installed in the complete 
Viola AMR solution. The recommended maximum 
number of Arctic AMR devices connected to a 
single AMR server is 4500.

The Viola AMR solution is mobile operator-
independent, No special services are needed, and 
standard SIM cards from multiple operators can 
be used within a single system if required. This 
enables flexible and cost-effective maintenance. 
Modifications can be performed without difficulty.

Industrial grade server for 
automatic energy meter reading solution

The Viola AMR solution is a concept optimized for automated energy meter 

reading from distribution transformers. The Viola AMR Server is an industrial-

quality server with specific software for secure communication between the 

central control room and remote distribution transformers connected to 

energy meters. Viola’s complete AMR solution allows you to integrate your 

remote energy meters as part of your local network.

The Viola AMR solution makes it possible to view energy meters as part of 

a company’s internal network. It facilitates seamless operation with remote 

locations using fixed line connections from the central control room. Control 

room personnel can easily conduct automatic over-the-air configuration, 

firmware update and centralized management of Arctic AMR devices using 

the Viola AMR Server.

Viola AMR Server
Provides static IP addresses and 
secure communication for your 
Arctic AMR remote devices
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Software

Viola AMR Server includes 

a specific software which 

enables VPN connection and 

static IP addresses between 

company network and 

remote Arctic AMR devices. 

Software is used to control 

and monitor Arctic AMR 

devices and energy meters 

in local or remote networks.

Configuration & 
management

Automatic over the air 

configuration, firmware 

updates and centralized device 

management of the Arctic 

AMR devices can be controlled 

with Viola AMR Server easily 

from central control room.

If contracted the Arctic 

AMR Server and Arctic AMR 

devices for the complete 

Arctic AMR solution can be 

delivered as pre-configured. 

 

Key featureS

 . Automatic over the air 

configuration, firmware 

updates and centralized 

management for the 

Arctic AMR devices . For large systems 

supporting thousands 

of Arctic AMR devices  . Dual power supply 

and 4 hard drives for 

redundant operation  . Mobile operator 

independent static IP 

addressing for connected 

Arctic AMR devices enabling  

two-way communication  . VPN for secure 

communication  . Built-in Firewall 

appliCation 
exampleS

 . Automated energy meter 

reading in electricity 

distribution networks

 

Hardware

Processor Environment . 2.4 GHz Quad-Core Xeon

Memory . 8 GB RAM . 4x300 Gbytes SAS hot swap

Power . Dual power supply 

(100-240 VAC)

Casing . Metal, 19” 

rack-mountable (1U)

Environment

Temperature ranges: 

0 to +45 °C 

–20 to +45 °C (storage) 

Humidity 10 to 90 % RH

Approvals

CE, FCC

dimenSionS

 

networK interfaCeS

Ethernet . 4 x Ethernet . 10/100/1000 Base-T 

Shielded RJ45

networK requirementS 
and warranty

Network requirements for 

Arctic AMR Server . Reguires public and static IP 

address (provided by ISP) . The device can be installed behind 

company firewall or in DMZ.

Warranty . 3 years limited warranty

 

ordering information

Code Product

2530 Viola AMR Server

Ordering address:

Viola Systems Ltd. 
Lemminkäisenkatu 14 - 18 B 
FI-20520 Turku, Finland

Phone + 358 (0)20 1226 226 
Fax + 358 (0)20 1226 220

sales@violasystems.com

www.violasystems.com

optionS

Not available
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